Give us Freedom

Allow us to recall what we went through on our way to freedom. We always remember our past experience by singing our liberation songs wherever we are. By singing we do not necessarily mean to incite violence, but we do so to honour those comrades that sacrificed their precious lives for the freedom of this Country and to preserve our history.

To some of us who do not read history books, we do read history through praise and songs, and it had been the culture of most African communities for centuries. There are songs that are in blood, that remind you of certain situations where you lost a Comrade. It is sad and painful to forget your history to be forced to abandon what you think keeps your spirit alive, just like those nasty history books that are full in book shelves of many African communities for centuries. There are songs that are in blood, that remind you of certain situations where you lost a Comrade. It is sad and painful to forget your history to be forced to abandon what you think keeps your spirit alive, just like those nasty history books that are full in book shelves of many African communities for centuries.

We say nothing about them. When were going to put into practice our culture without being ingrained wrong? Those hardliners who do not want to associate with black communities should know that all not bad were masters. The liberation was about the Authority not individuals. There are those as who well sacrificed their lives for the freedom of our country just like anybody else. By saying when we sing or talk about our past we meant to incite violence against the white communities even if it mentions their colour, such mentality is wrong. If our songs incite violence so history books too. Therefore if that is the case, then we should go through history books, then we should find anything that is talking about killing any native then such books should be burned.

The colonizers named us all of sorts names like terrorists and communists, these are recorded in history books. Are they inciting violence? The von Trotha order of extermination of all Herero is in history books and he is still visible in Profile why are you not demanding that to be demolished for the sake of unity and forgiveness to avoid violence cropping up. Let us not fool ourselves. We sing these songs relating to certain situations that made us to compose the song, longing for something, vigorously wanting to preserve our heritage of this country; this is the time you look for words that would fit the state of affairs. For your knowledge we were doing so to boost our moral and spirit and we continue do so to remind ourselves of our past and to convey the message to the coming generations not to incite violence as it is a thing of the past.

I would not want a situation where whites Communities when looking into the eyes of a black man sees only violence, our non-white brothers and sisters are hated as unity, let us learn each other’s culture so that we live in harmony as people of one country, let us be tolerant enough to allow ourselves to perform our diverse culture without fear. Long live fellow comrades who gave their precious lives for the freedom of this country just like anybody else, we never ever forget you in our day to day live.
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RDP will never win in this country! If I may question them how many times they give the answer a try to win. I am always shameful to them. Something is very clear here; “they are and will be permanent losers”. The only way to win the almighty SWAPO Party no matter what that is our true party!
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